
TAS54086.C253 
NOVA Extending Dining Table II

This moulded edge extending dining table II on a 
tapered oak leg unveils NOVA’s signature mirrored 
herringbone oak parquetry top in our Dawn finish.

Open: 1061/4 x 40 x 30 in   |   269.7 x 101.9 x 76.2 cm 
Closed: 841/4 x 40 x 30 in   |   213.9 x 101.9 x 76.2 cm

TAS40025.1BUS 
NOVA Dining Side Chair III

Take a seat in our Dawn finish rustic oak veneered 
dining chair with a slatted backrest. Shining among 
our dining chairs, this caned and loosely cushioned 
seat is joined by stretchers and supported by 
tapered oak legs.

20 x 251/4 x 363/4 in   |   50.8 x 64 x 93.4 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUS) 
Trim: None

TAS41025.1BUS 
NOVA Dining Arm Chair III

Our Dawn Finish rustic oak veneered NOVA dining 
Arm Chair includes a slatted backrest, caned and 
loosely cushioned seat joined by stretchers and 
supported by tapered oak legs.

23 x 26 x 363/4 in   |   58.4 x 66 x 93.4 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUS) 
Trim: None

TAS54083.C254 
NOVA Round Dining Table

Striking and bold, NOVA’s oak parquetry 
round dining table displays an over flat 
truss and reinforcing oak stretcher that 
captures the eye in our Dusk finish. Seen 
with a radial designed oak top on a 
classically tapered leg.

48 x 48 x 30 in   |   121.9 x 121.9 x 76.2 cm

TAS62019.C254 
NOVA Entertainment Console

The subtle, yet unconventional oak parquetry on the doors of the NOVA 
Entertainment Console are truly mesmerizing. With a rectangular oak top seen 
here with four oak doors in our Dusk finish, the console is accented with our fine 
Verde Bronze finished handles and classical tapered leg.

65 x 18 x 24 in   |   165.4 x 45.8 x 61 cm

TAS61043.C254 
NOVA Four Door Rectangular Credenza

The radial star patterned veneer on the NOVA Four Door Rectangular 
Credenza is strikingly charming. The mosaic-inspired doors and tapered 
oak legs seen here in our Dusk finish with the fine Verde Bronze finished 
hardware come together to create a uniquely sophisticated piece.

681/2 x 18 x 34 in   |   174 x 45.7 x 86.4 cm
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NOVA EXTENDING DINING TABLE - TAS54082.C254

NOVA DINING SIDE CHAIR II - TAS40024.1BUU

NOVA DINING ARM CHAIR II - TAS41024.1BUU

NOVA ETAGERE - TAS63011.C254

TAS54082.C254 
NOVA Extending Dining Table

Bursting with originality, NOVA’s extending dining 
table in Dusk finished oak mirrored herringbone 
parquetry offers two end extension leaves and an 
over flat truss. Braced with an oak stretcher and 
sitting on finely tapered oak legs.

Open: 120 x 40 x 30 in   |   304.8 x 101.6 x 76.2 cm 
Closed: 84 x 40 x 30 in   |   213.4 x 101.6 x 76.2 cm

TAS40024.1BUU 
NOVA Dining Side Chair II

Seen in our Dusk finish, this endearing oak veneered 
upholstered side chair displays a charmingly 
upholstered backrest and seat for added comfort on 
tapered oak legs joined by supportive stretchers.

191/2 x 231/4 x 40 in   |   49.5 x 59.1 x 101.6 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUU) 
Trim: Welting

TAS41024.1BUU 
NOVA Dining Arm Chair II

Seen in our Dusk finish, this endearing oak veneered 
upholstered side chair with a solid oak arm displays 
a comfortably upholstered backrest and seat on 
tapered oak legs joined by supportive stretchers.

211/2 x 231/4 x 40 in   |   54.6 x 59.1 x 101.6 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUU) 
Trim: Welting
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TAS54081.C253 
NOVA Dining Table

Gather round our NOVA hand-carved dining 
table with a herringbone oak parquetry base 
and radial veneered top. Seen here in our 
Dawn finish, this remarkable dining table is 
supported by a column pyramid and rows of 
parallel placed oak veneers.

54 x 54 x 30 in   |   137.2 x 137.2 x 76.2 cm

NOVA DINING SIDE CHAIR - TAS40023.1BUS

NOVA DINING ARM CHAIR - TAS41023.1BUS

NOVA DINING TABLE - TAS54081.C253

NOVA FOUR DOOR RECTANGULAR CREDENZA - TAS61043.C254

TAS40023.1BUS 
NOVA Dining Side Chair

Seen in our Dawn finish upon a tapered oak leg, 
this classic veneered dining chair with hand-carved 
oak and a parquetry design is a divine star within 
the NOVA collection. Striving for functionality, this 
upholstered seat is constructed with a top and mid 
rail bar joined by stretchers.

191/2 x 221/2 x 371/4 in   |   49.5 x 57.4 x 94.5 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUS) 
Trim: None

TAS41023.1BUS 
NOVA Dining Arm Chair

Seen here in our Dawn finish with tapered oak leg, 
the NOVA Dining Arm Chair is a classic with hand-
carved oak and a parquetry design. Striving for 
functionality, this upholstered seat is constructed with 
a top and mid rail bar joined by stretchers.

211/2 x 23 x 371/4 in   |   54.6 x 58.5 x 94.5 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUS) 
Trim: None
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